
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT 
FOR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS 

This Independent Contractor Agreement (“Agreement”) is made this _____ day of 
______________________, 20___, between Triniti DME Solutions, LLC, its employees, 
affiliates, and representatives (hereinafter referred to as “Triniti DME”) and 
___________________________________________________ (“hereinafter referred to as “Provider”). 

In consideration of the mutual promises herein contained, the parties agree as follows: 

1. Independent Contractor: Provider agrees to provide the professional service 
described herein as an independent contractor. It is mutually understood and 
agreed that Provider is at all times acting and performing the Provider’s services 
in the capacity of an independent contractor; that Triniti DME shall neither have 
nor exercise any control or direction over the methods by which Provider 
performs the services, nor shall Triniti DME and Provider be deemed partners. 
Provider shall be responsible for the payment of all federal, state and local taxes 
incurred as a result of this Agreement.

2. Services: Provider agrees to provide the following services on behalf of Triniti 
DME: Professionally fit patients with the durable medical equipment the 
Provider prescribes for each patient, ensuring the equipment fits the patient 
properly for their treatment plan, and ensuring the patient is instructed on how 
to use their prescribed equipment properly.

3. Contract Rate: Provider shall be compensated for services performed under this 
agreement as follows: Provider will be compensated $300 for every fitting and 
instruction preformed. The compensation is referred to as a professional fitting 
fee that is considered reasonable and customary. The professional fitting fee will 
be direct deposited after the patient signs their receipt, agreeing to accept the 
prescribed durable medical equipment.

4. Compliance with Laws: Triniti DME and Provider agree to comply with all 
federal and state laws or regulations applicable to the services to be provided 
under this Agreement. The parties further that they will protect and secure the 
privacy and confidentiality of patient information.

5. Term: Provider has no term obligation with Triniti DME. This agreement only 
pertains to the services the Provider has performed on behalf of Triniti DME.

PROVIDER 

___________________________________ 
Signed 

___________________________________ 
Printed 

___________________________________ 
Title  

Triniti DME Solutions, LLC. 

_________________________________________________ 
Signed 

_________________________________________________ 
Printed 

_________________________________________________ 
Title  


